Conceptual design is a process of creating functions, forms and behaviors. Although cognitive processes are utilized in the development of new ideas, conventional methodologies do not take human cognition into account. However, it is conceivable that if one could determine how cognitive processes are stimulated, then more effective conceptual design methods could be developed. In this paper, we develop a Cognitive Model of Creative Conceptual Design to capture the relationship between the properties that stimulate cognitive processes and the design operations that facilitate cognitive processes. Through cognitive modeling, protocol analysis, and cognitive experiments, this research showed that designers exhibit patterns of creative design behavior, and that these patterns can be captured and instilled into the design process, to promote creativity.
INTRODUCTION
Conceptual design is essentially a creation process. It is the creation of functions to fulfill customer needs, and the creation of forms and behaviors to realize those functions. Early-stage design ideas have a large impact on the cost and quality of a product. Designers have the freedom to generate and explore ideas without being constrained by parameters that exist at the later design stages. If many ideas are created during conceptual design, there can be plenty of options to choose from, and consequently it is more likely that a good design can be attained.
One way to increase the number of high quality ideas is to allocate more time for brainstorming [1] . Other intuitive techniques that attempt to stimulate human creativity include Method 635 [2] , Syntectics [3] , and C-Sketch [4] . However, there is very little formal evidence to prove the benefit of using intuitive creativity techniques [4] , and even if intuitive techniques are useful, designers may not be able to generate ideas without the proper experience. Inexperienced individuals tend to overlook deep features of problems that are more easily seen by those with experience [5] .
Another approach is to develop programs that automatically generate ideas (e.g. am [6] , bacon [7] ). However, these kinds of computational programs have yet to discover something of interest that is novel not only to it, but also to the world [8] . At the present time, human-based creativity appears to be the most pragmatic approach.
Research in cognitive science, computer science, and design theory and methodology provides a foundation for development of human-based, computer assisted creative design methods. Cognitive science research on creativity began after Chomsky [9] convinced many fellow researchers that it was necessary to address internal mechanisms to account for high-level cognitive functions. The seminal works in human information processing ensued after that time [10] [11] [12] . The advent of the modern digital computer provided a rich theoretical metaphor for theorizing about human information processing [13] [14] [15] , and in more recent years, the field of design theory and methodology emerged with prescriptive or normative methods [16, 17] , to specify how design information should be processed.
Though research in design theory has identified important design principles and research in Cognitive Science and Computer Science has identified cognitive processes involved in creativity, the linkage between creativity, cognitive processes, and design operations has not been investigated.
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What is needed are method to evaluate the relationship between these components and means to measure creativity in conceptual design.
In this paper, we develop a descriptive model of the thinking process in conceptual design, utilizing protocol analysis to evaluate the model, and behavioral experiments to test our hypotheses about creativity in design. Our main research questions are: 1) what stimulates creativity in conceptual design? and 2) how do designers create? In section 2, we present our cognitive model of creative conceptual design, which captures the cognitive components of creative conceptual design. In section 3, we evaluate the model by protocol analysis of design sessions. In section 4, we describe our experiments on creativity in conceptual design. Finally, in section 5, we summarize the contents of this paper, and present plans for future work.
COGNITIVE MODEL OF CREATIVE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Previous investigations of the design process have recognized that there are design entities that represent the contents of our thoughts [18] ; there are cognitive processes that produce creative ideas [19] ; and there are design movements, or operations that forward a design [18] . However, the interaction between these components has not been considered. Our framework is the first to investigate the relationship between cognitive processes, design operations, and design entities in a creative conceptual design context. Design entities are the basic components of a design artifact. Cognitive processes are thoughts that produce design operations-the actions that bring design entities into the design context. Once created, design entities stimulate further cognitive processing and production of design operations ( Figure 1 ). The important feature of this framework is that design entities are both the object of creation and catalysts for further creation.
Design Entities
Previous studies did not classify the content of mechanical engineering design thought into well-accepted categories. Several studies classified the content of the design process, but lacked taxonomy of entities [20, 21] . Following Gero et al. [18] , who classified the contents of architectural thought, we classify three elements of a design entity.
Function (F):
A design task for achieving a purpose. Designers think about what functions need to be achieved to fulfill customer needs. For example, in designing a car a designer may think about function "move at safe speed" or "release airbag" to fulfill safety requirements.
Form (f): The shape and structure of a component of the design artifact. Designers create mental images of mechanical parts and make sketches of forms in design notebooks.
Behavior (b): The manner in which something operates. Behaviors can be a designed response (e.g. dynamics of a wheel turning) or an unintentional response (e.g. fatigue or creep). Mechanical designs usually involve multiple types of behavior. For example, in designing a washing machine, there are issues related to the dynamics of the carousel, the number of cycles that the machine can handle, the temperature of the water, and the signals that are sent from machine to user.
Design Evolution
Given this classification of a design entity, the next question is: how do entities evolve during the conceptual design process? Prototypes, genetic code, and neural networks, take a computational view of the evolution of ideas. The genetic approach [22] utilizes design grammars as a genetic code for creation. Design prototypes [23] provide a framework for storing design experience. More unusual design evolutions come out of unfixed boundary schemas or neural networks [24] .
Our approach is different than computational approaches in that we attempt to understand human based creativity. The goal is to provide a tool to support human based evolution of design entities, rather than to replace the human with a "creative" computer. Therefore, this research requires an investigation of creative thought processes.
The Geneplore Model [19] provides a framework to understand how human thought evolves during creative processes. There are two phases of creativity in the Geneplore Model; a generative phase, and an exploratory phase. In the generative phase, one constructs a mental representation called a preinventive structure having various properties that promote creative discovery. These properties are then exploited during an exploratory phase in which one seeks to interpret the preinventive structure in meaningful ways.
Finke et al.
[19] conceived of preinventive structures as representations of novel visual patterns, object forms, mental blends, category exemplars, mental models, and verbal combinations. What these structures have in common is that they are initially formed without full anticipation of their resulting meaning and interpretation. They are distinguished from the final externalized creative product, which, in contrast, is often fully interpreted.
The preinventive structures that are formulated during conceptual design have a more refined characterization than other cognitive structures. They are functions, forms, and behaviors-the elements that make up a design entity, and they can be classified as preinventive at the point of inception because their relationships with other functions, forms, and behaviors has not been fully interpreted.
The initial generation of a design element signifies the creation of a preinventive entity. As new elements are generated and existing elements are explored, the preinventive entity evolves into a knowledge entity. For example, in designing a lake water sampler, a preinventive form (f) evolves into a knowledge entity containing form (f), function (F), and behavior (b) (Figure 2 ).
Cognitive Processes in Conceptual Design
The evolution of design entities occurs as a result of many types of mental processes. As in the Geneplore Model [19] , these processes can be separated into two types: generative and exploratory. Finke et al. [19] described several types of generative processes: memory retrieval, association, mental synthesis, mental transformation, analogical transfer, and categorical reduction; and exploratory processes: attribute finding, conceptual interpretation, functional inference, contextual shifting, hypothesis testing, and searching for limitations. These processes, which do not produce creative results in isolation, give rise to creativity ideas when iterated in a cycle of generation and exploration.
Generative Processes
Working with the base of generative processes recommended by Finke et al. [19] , we studied the role of idea generation in creative conceptual design, starting with mental synthesis.
In simple controlled experiments mental synthesis is clearly identifiable [25] . However, mental synthesis is difficult to identify in design protocol because it is not verbally heeded.
Category reduction is another process that is not verbally heeded (in most cases). It is difficult to understand from design protocol if a designer is simplifying an entity from memory or creating an entity for the first time. Memory retrieval and association, on the other hand, are more easily recognizable from design protocol. Previous protocol analysis studies [26] identified two reasons that designers retrieve information from memory. One reason is to divide a problem into sub problems. The other reason is to draw new information from existing information; that is to make an association, which can help in grouping elements, finding similarity/uniformity, difference/ contrast, how people interact with the design artifact, and how the design artifact interacts with the environment. Videotape recordings of design sessions indicate that designers pronounce the name of elements when they retrieve them from memory, talk about associations between elements, and point to elements as they create mental connections.
The next cognitive process that we looked at was mental transformation. Mental transformation is identifiable in design protocol, and is not only heeded verbally as mental images, but also displayed visually in sketches. Lastly, we investigated analogical transfer, which is actually a succession of more primitive processes: memory retrieval, association, and transformation. During analogy making, one first finds an association to a source, retrieves information about the source from memory, and attempts to transform the information in the source to adapt it to the target domain [5] .
In summary, there are three remaining generative processes that may be used to capture creativity in conceptual design. They are memory retrieval, association, and transformation.
Memory Retrieval (MR) and Association (A):
The most basic types of generative processes. Elements are retrieved from memory and associated with one another. For example, when designing a mouse, a designer might think about the diameter of the ball in relation to how fast the pointer moves on the screen. Retrieval and association processes usually happen quickly and automatically, but sometimes they are inhibited resulting in mental blocks and fixation effects.
Transformation (TF):
Elements are rearranged and reassembled to make interesting and useful entities. For example, when designing a boat, a designer may retrieve a bicycle wheel from memory, and then transform it into a paddlewheel.
Exploratory Processes
The generation of new ideas often occurs after a period of exploration, so the next question is: what are the exploratory processes that exploit design entities? Shah [27] conducted the first attempt to identify the occurrence of exploratory processes in design protocol, and made several suggestions. First, the Geneplore Model [19] seems to assume that designers are always aware of the solution that they are looking for; yet this is not usually the case in engineering design. Therefore, monitoring the status of a solution, previously described as analyzing a problem (problem analysis) and evaluating a proposed solution (solution analysis) [18] are important Problem Analysis (PA): The study of the parts and interrelationships of a problem. For example, in designing a spindle, a designer may investigate tolerances, range of spindle speeds, and the kinds of lubricant that work best at those speeds.
Design Entity Evolution
Solution Analysis (SA): To examine and judge a potential solution based on the knowledge that one has about it. For example to analyze the production costs of a system, a designer may calculate the number of parts, the cost of manufacturing each part, and labor costs.
Creative Properties
Generative and exploratory processes may lead to the creation of new design entities, so one may ask: what stimulates idea generation and exploration? Suwa et al. [26] found that perceptual and physical actions play a central role to initiate and control cognitive processing. Other research has focused on how problem-solving strategies, plans, goals, and knowledge initiate and control further processing [8, 28] . Finke et al. [19] suggest that properties of preinventive structures stimulate further cognitive processing: novelty, ambiguity, meaningfulness, emergence, incongruity, and divergence. These properties have proven to be effective stimuli in artistic design, where imagery and sketches play a central role. However, they have not been studied in the context of engineering design, so we have investigated how these properties stimulate creativity in conceptual engineering design.
The first creative property that we investigated was novelty, which can either stimulate or inhibit creative cognitive processes. If designers find novel information to be meaningful and also relevant to the problem at hand, then novelty will probably work as a stimulant. However, if designers find that information is not meaningful or relevant to a design problem, then novelty will probably work as a deterrent, because designers will be spending time analyzing information without producing creative ideas. Therefore, meaningfulness and relevance are important creative design stimuli.
The next creative property that we investigated was ambiguity, which refers to the existence of numerous interpretations of a preinventive structure; and divergence, which is the capacity for finding multiple uses for a preinventive structure. The use of something is its meaning in a design context, so ambiguity and divergence are similar. Since the focus of design is on interpreting functionality, divergence is the more applicable term than ambiguity. However, divergence is a property that stimulates creativity in art more than creativity in engineering design. Artists tend to search for interpretations of what has been created by "feel", while engineers tend to create entities that fulfill specific technical purpose(s). Therefore, we do not anticipate finding many occurrences of divergence in conceptual engineering design.
Other creative properties that are relevant to design research are incongruity and emergence. Incongruity has played a major role in previous theories of creativity such as TRIZ [29] and Koestler's theory of bisociation [30] . Emergence has also been the subject of creative design research [31] . In summary, the stimulating properties most relevant to creative conceptual design are:
Meaningfulness (M): A general, perceived sense of meaning in an entity. A sense of meaning in an entity can be fairly abstract, and is related to a preinventive entity's potential for inspiring or eliciting new interpretations. For example, if one wants to design a comfortable steering mechanism for a new type of vehicle, a steering wheel may be more meaningful than a bicycle handle.
Relevance (R): Has pertinence to the matter at hand. If information is relevant to a design problem, the designer will begin to ask questions about the meaning of the information within the current design context. Divergence (D): The capacity for finding multiple uses or meanings in the same entity. For example, in designing a transportation vehicle for paraplegics, one may find that a handle can be used for both steering, and propelling a vehicle.
Incongruity (I): Conflict or contrast among elements in a preinventive entity. Incongruity often encourages further generation and exploration to overcome the conflict and reduce psychological tension. For example, in designing a propulsion system for a boat, a designer may make an analogy to a bicycle wheel, and then realize that the bicycle wheel is too smooth to propel through the water; so then the designer may conceive of a paddle wheel to overcome incongruity of features "movable surface" (water) and "smooth surface" (wheel).
Emergence (E): The extent to which unexpected features and relations appear in a preinventive entity. These features and relations are not anticipated in advance and become apparent only after the preinventive entity has evolved. For example in designing a breaking system, one might design a break handle first, then design the braking mechanism. After these two systems have been developed, a behavior may emerge, which links the handle to the breaks.
If creative properties stimulate cognitive processes, how are the cognitive processes put into operation to physically create new entities? There must be some important design operations that facilitate the creation of entities by cognitive processing.
Conceptual Design Operations
There are several different views of design operations in the literature. Goldschmidt [21] defined a design move (design operation) as 'an act of reasoning that presents a coherent proposition pertaining to an entity that is being designed'. Masaki [32] described different modes of designers' actions. Physical actions have direct relevance to physical depictions on paper. Perceptual actions are attention to visuo-spatial features. Conceptual actions refer to setting up goals.
Our view of design operations is similar to that of Goldschmidt [21] .
Design operations are actions that manipulate design entities. However, while Goldschmidt [21] defined design operations by the entities that are created, we separate design entities from design operations to allow for a wider array of possible operation-entity interactions.
There are two types of operation-entity interactions. Internal operations deal with strategy and steps of a design. External operations deal with physical symbols and depictions.
Internal Operations
Gero [31] introduced the concept of micro-strategy categories to account for actions that relate to the state of a process. Micro-strategy categories include operations: propose a solution (suggest), and calculate a solution ( computing). Other internal operations that can be inferred from observation of the design process are: question, declare, suppose, and explain.
Suggest (g): To offer for consideration. For example, a designer might suggest that an idea that worked for a previous design might work in the current design.
Compute (c): To ascertain by calculation. Designers make calculations to determine requirements, feasibility, and design limitations.
Question (q): An expression of inquiry that invites a reply. Questions are often followed by other design actions such as suggestions, inferences, and deductions.
Declare (d):
To state emphatically or authoritatively. For example, a designer may declare that a certain form will be used in a design.
Suppose (u): To assume to be true for the sake of exploration. The ill-defined nature of conceptual design oblige designers to make many assumptions.
Explain (e): To establish by reasoning. Designers use reasoning to analyze design problems and evaluate design solutions.
External Operations
Suwa [26] studied the physical depictions of ideas during a design process, and found that designers make depictions on paper by writing and sketching, by moving pens in various directions (simulate), and gesturing (point). Designers often write down the functions or objectives that they want to achieve, sketch mental images, point to design entities, and simulate behavior of design entities. In collaborative design situations, designers draw sketches on a whiteboard and talk about design features. The external operations involved in conceptual design are defined as follows.
Talk (t): To give expression in words. Designers talk about most everything from functions that they want to achieve, to relationships between forms, to behavior of forms.
Write (w): To form with alphanumeric characters, on a surface such as paper, with an instrument, such as a pen. Typical entities that designers write down during conceptual design are functions and the names of forms and features. Sketch (s): A hasty drawing made as a preliminary study. Designers create sketches of forms, features, and behaviors during conceptual design.
Point (p): To bring something to notice by indicating with a finger. For example, in designing a gearbox, a designer, may point to a gear, and then point to a box, to indicate the proposed location of the gear.
Simulate (s): To have or take on the appearance, form, or sound of. Designers simulate behavior with hand motions. For example, in designing a cycle, a designer may simulate the movement of a pedal by making circular hand motions.
The components of the creative conceptual design framework have now been defined. Yet, the essential question remains: how do the various components of the creative conceptual design framework interact with one another to stimulate creativity? A cognitive model is needed to link the components in the creative conceptual design framework. The third step in the Cognitive Model of Creative Conceptual Design is the production of external design operations. Sketches (s) are often the easiest way to record design ideas. They are rapid and spontaneous, but their residual traces are stable and can be subsequently examined by the designer at his or her leisure. They embody abstract and high-level design ideas; they allow a degree of uncertainty about particular physical attributes and they impose constraints [35] .
Cognitive Model of
Designers also express their ideas in writing (w). While images lead to access of more perceptually based knowledge, words lead to access of conceptual knowledge [36] . Designers also talk out loud (t) to communicate their ideas, point (p) to forms, and simulate (z) behavior.
As more and more design elements are generated, design entities evolve from preinventive entities into knowledge entities. However, the creative process is not complete until stimulation of cognitive processes, production of design operations, and generation of design entities is iterated many times, to produce a set of acceptable ideas.
MODEL EVALUATION-PROTOCOL ANALYSIS
Cognitive models can be evaluated by protocol analysis. Two primary methods of protocol analysis are retrospective reports and think aloud methods [37] . Retrospective reports take less time than think aloud methods. However, designers have difficulty remembering the subtle order in which actions were performed [26] . Therefore, we use the think aloud method to evaluate our cognitive model.
Design Problem
The problem created for the investigation was: "Oars often propel boats that operate manually (human powered). However, oars can be difficult to maneuver. Inexperienced operators tire quickly, and if the oars are not used correctly, they rock the boat, and splash water on the deck where people are sitting. Your task is to develop designs for alternative means (besides oars) to manually propel boats."
This problem was chosen because it is not too technically challenging, the design space is relatively opened, and subjects have an opportunity to generate many original ideas.
Subjects
Four senior and graduate level mechanical engineering students participated in the study. The students were asked to think out loud while being videotaped for 30 minutes. Data from three subjects were used to evaluate and update the Cognitive Model of Creative Conceptual Design. Transcripts from the first two subjects were used to evaluate and update the model, and transcripts from the third subject were used to verify the model. Finally, transcripts from a fourth subject were used to capture the relationships between design entities, cognitive processes, and design operations; to identify patterns of creative thought.
Creative Design Episodes
When analyzing protocol, it is customary to encode an entire design session. However, our goal was to perform an in depth study of creativity in conceptual design; so after transcribing the entire design session, we divided the transcripts into creative design episodes (groups of statements that produced new idea(s)).
Creative design episodes can be identified in different ways. Finke et al. [19] identified originality, practicality, sensibility, productivity, flexibility, insightfulness, and usefulness as the important attributes that define creativity in general. Shah et al. [4] identified quantity, novelty, variety, and quality as the important attributes that define creativity in engineering design. There are other attributes of creativity as well [28, 38] . However, the two measures of creativity that are consistently addressed in design literature are novelty and value. Novelty refers to the originality of an idea, and value refers to the sensibility of an idea. Therefore, we identify a creative design episode as one that contains entities that have not appeared previously in the current design session and one that makes sense within the design context. One may question if there can be an objective measure of sensibility when complex problems are involved. However, the design problem that was posed to the subject did not involve complex technical issues, so we found that it was not difficult to identify sensible entities.
Segmenting and Encoding
Once creative design episodes are captured, they need to be segmented into statements, so that they can be encoded into a formal language. Some design researchers suggest segmenting the data where pauses and inflections occur [39] , and others recommend segmenting the data at changes in intention [18] . Creative statement may start or end with a change of intention or a pause. Therefore, we found that a combination of these two methods was the most effective way to segment creative design episodes. Here, we show the segmentation (Figure 4(b) ) of a creative design episode (Figure 4(a) ), extracted from the think-aloud design session.
After the data is segmented, it is encoded into cognitive processes, design entities, and design operations ( Figure  4(c,d) ).
For each segment the following information is recorded from left to right: 1) The creative properties and elements that stimulated the segment, 2) the cognitive process that best characterizes how the designer is thinking, 3) the internal operations, which facilitate cognitive processing, and 4) the external operations, which are seen in the video recording.
In an ideal situation, multiple operators encode all of the creative design episodes, so that the accuracy of the accuracy of the entire design session can be evaluated. However, due to resource limitations, the creative design episodes were spot checked by a second operator. The spot checker was asked to randomly select three creative design episodes and encode them by the same procedure used by the first operator. 
External Operations 95
Data analysis results from the two operators were compared (Table 1 ). There was a 93% correlation between design elements, a 67% correlation between stimulating properties, an 89% correlation between design operations, an 82% agreement between internal operations, and a 95% agreement between external operations. The most abstract components (creative properties) had the lowest correlation between operators, while the least abstract components (design elements and external operations) had the highest correlation between operators. These results are to be expected because the abstraction process requires an operator to have a thorough understanding of the design context. If one operator interprets the design context differently than another operator, then they will have different encoding results.
Analysis
After the creative design episodes were encoded, the data was analyzed. The episode in Figure 4 (c) is one instance of the creation of a preinventive design entity. In the first segment, meaningfulness (M) of function (F) stimulated form (f) creation. In the second segment, relevance (R) of form (f) and behavior (b) stimulated form (f) creation. In the third segment, relevance (R) of behavior (b) stimulated form (f) and behavior (b) creation. In the fourth segment, relevance (R) of form (f) stimulated behavior (b) creation ( Figure 5 ).
This example illustrates only one creative design episode. However, there were nine creative design episodes that occurred during the thirty-minute design session. By compiling the data from the episodes into matrices, we can develop a profile of each designer. The profile describes creative patterns of behavior. Patterns of stimulation reveal how design entities stimulate cognitive processes; patterns of production reveal how cognitive processes produce design entities; and patterns of generation reveal how design operations generate design entities.
Patterns of Stimulation
The encoding of creative stimulation from an entire design session has been input into the stimulation matrix ( Table 2 ). The matrix identifies the creative properties of form, function, and behavior that stimulate each cognitive process during an entire design session. Meaningfulness and relevance of form and behavior stimulated the most creativity. In fact, meaningfulness and relevance were found in every creative design episode. If the subject found that information was not meaningful and relevant, it was not used in a creative process.
Once the designer found that the information was meaningful and relevant, additional properties were also found. Emergence of form and behavior stimulated memory retrieval and solution analysis. Incongruity of behavior stimulated problem analysis.
The dominant pattern was meaningfulness, relevance, and emergence of form and behavior stimulating memory retrieval, problem analysis and solution evaluation (Figure 6 ).
Patterns in Production
If one can identify patterns of creative stimulation, then one may also identify how cognitive processes produce design operations. We composed of a second matrix (Table 3) to identify the relationships between cognitive processes and internal design operations that occurred during the design session. Memory retrieval produced suggestions, explanations and computations; associations and transformations produced explanations; problem analysis produces questions, declarations, and explanations; and solution analysis produced suggestions, declarations, and explanations. The matrix does not identify how design operations are produced in every design situation. However, it does identify a pattern of production that occurs under the current conditions. The matrix reveals that exploratory processes were externalized in more ways than generative processes; and the dominant relationships were memory retrieval, problem analysis, and solution analysis, questions, declarations, and explanations (Figure 7) 
Patterns of Generation
If one can identify creative patterns of stimulation and production, then one may also identify a pattern of production. The Generation Matrix ( The matrix does not identify how new entities are generated in every design situation. However, it does identify a pattern of generation that occurs under the prescribed conditions. The matrix reveals that sketching was the most pervasive external operation performed by the designer. This is in agreement with previous research, which shows that sketching plays a central role in creativity [40] . Other important external operations were writing, pointing, and simulating. Talking was not an issue because the designer was working alone.
The essential internal operations were suggestions, explanations, and declarations (Figure 8) . 
CREATIVE STIMULATION
The Cognitive Model of Creative Conceptual Design provided the details of how creative properties, cognitive processes, design operations, and design entities interact with one other. The origin of creativity is the creative properties that stimulate idea generation and exploration. In this section, we describe the results of our cognitive experiment, which investigated how patterns of creativity can be infused into the process to produce creative ideas.
Stimulation Experiment
Ten senior and graduate level mechanical engineering students participated in the experiment. The students were asked to think aloud while being videotaped for 30 minutes. The same watercraft design problem (as in the protocol analysis study) (Figure 9(a) ) was provided to the subjects.
The students were randomly divided into four treatment groups. In addition to the design problem, each group was provided with additional information. Group A was provided with functions ( Figure 9(b) ; Group B was provided with forms ( Figure 9(c) ; Group C was provided with behaviors ( Figure  9(d) ); and Group D was provided with knowledge entities (synthesis of form, function, and behavior) Figure 9 (e). Table 5 Although subjects were instructed to use functions to stimulate new ideas, they did not separate form from function. There seemed to be a certainty about how to implement the functions that was derived from an associated form. Therefore, functions did not stimulate a variety of idea. Each designer had only one idea for each function. An owl hunts at night (F)7
Function Stimulation
Figure 9: Experiment Design Problem
Try to use these behaviors to stimulate your thinking. The arrows can designate force or movement:
(d) Additional Information Provided to Group C Oars often propel boats that operate manually (human powered). However, oars can be difficult to maneuver. Inexperienced operators tire quickly, and if the oars are not used correctly, they rock the boat, and splash water on the deck where people are sitting. Your task is to develop alternative boat designs that are also human powered. 
Form Stimulation
Forms may be more stimulating than functions because they can be seen from different points of view and in different contexts [31] . Table 6 The increase in quantity of entities stimulated by forms, as compared with functions, can be attributed to the divergent properties of forms. For example, form 4 stimulated three different ideas from a single designer. Some forms, however, were easily associated with existing objects and did not stimulate a variety of ideas. For example, form 1 was only associated with a paddlewheel and form 7 was only associated with a propeller. An important lesson to be learned from this experiment is that stimuli that are closely associated with forms that are already well known cause fixation. Table 7 Table 8 lists the ideas stimulated by the knowledge entity (bicycle). The bicycle was chosen because it is simple and familiar to most everyone, and because it is not too conceptually distant from watercraft design. The bicycle form (f) is visible, and since most people are familiar with bicycles, Function (F) and behavior (b) are easily inferred. The hypothesis was that designers would make analogies to the functions, forms, and behaviors in the bicycle (F,f,b) 1 , which would stimulate new watercraft design ideas (F,f,b) 2 .
Behavior Stimulation
Knowledge Entity Stimulation
There were six different ideas that came out of analogies to the bicycle (Table 8 ). These ideas result from two different types of analogies: short distance analogies and long-distance analogies ( Figure 10 ). Short distance analogies occurred between very similar concepts, and long-distance analogies are between very different concepts.
Short-distance analogies resulted in very few changes to the analogue, and the changes that were made were mostly form changes. Short-distance analogies were easy to adapt from one domain to another and do not result in very original ideas. They appeared to come easily to the designer, but did not result in very original ideas. One example of a short-distance analogy is the wheel idea. The subject transformed the bicycle wheel (F,f,b) into a paddlewheel (F,f',b) ( Table 8 ). In other shortdistance analogy situation, the design context changed. The subject adapted the chain and sprocket system of a bicycle to fit onto a boat (Table 8, Figure 10 ).
Long-distance analogies resulted in more changes than short distance analogies. They were more difficult to make than short-distance analogies, but they also resulted in more creative ideas. Long-distance analogies occurred when the source was much different from the target and a large amount of information was brought in from outside of the analogical context. For example, a bicycle brake (F,f,b) was adapted into the context of watercraft design (F,f? ,b? ) (Table 8, Figure 10 ). While the bicycle brake works by squeezing calipers against a wheel rim, the water brake works by attaching a cable to a hand lever on the top of the boat and a bottom lever underneath the boat. The operator can brake by pulling up on the top lever, thereby restricting the flow of water under the boat.
Results
There were a total of four short-distance analogies and two long-distance analogies made during the 30-minute design session. While short-distance analogies resulted in a larger quantity of ideas, long-distance analogies resulted in original ideas. However, neither short-distance analogies nor longdistance analogies resulted in a large variety of ideas. The designer appeared to be fixated by the bicycle, as if it were the only means of stimulating ideas. Previous experiments have also shown that designers are easily fixated by existing designs; even when they are told not to use them in a new design [41] .
It is interesting to compare the number of ideas generated from the bicycle analogy (long-distance analogies, original ideas only) with the average number of original ideas generated from each preinventive entity stimulation (Figure 11 ). On average, functions stimulated 3 ideas, forms stimulated 5 ideas, behaviors stimulated 6 ideas, and knowledge entities stimulated 2 ideas. Therefore, behaviors stimulated twice as many ideas as functions and three times as many ideas as knowledge entities. Functions and knowledge entities are fixating, while form and behavior entities are more ambiguous and stimulate ideas that are more original.
Entities that are more mature tend to be more fixating, while entities that are more ambiguous tend to be less fixating. Therefore, in an ideal situation, designers would encounter many abstract preinventive entities, and stimulate a wide variety of new ideas.
Based on the results and analysis of the experiment, idea generation stimuli should be formulated as follows. The stimuli should be meaningful, relevant, and ambiguous to attract attention. There should be an interesting mix of creative properties, as was the case in behavior stimulation. The information should be novel so that the designer does not immediately assume a specific meaning of the information. There should be some incongruity in the information so that the designer will make an effort to explore. Finally, there should be divergent properties, so that in the exploration process, the designer will generate a variety of ideas.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we developed a descriptive model of the thinking process in conceptual design. The model consists of four major components: 1) design entities, 2) creative properties, 3) cognitive processes, and 4) design operations. Some of these components exist in the Geneplore Model [19] . However, in addition to these components, The Cognitive Model of Creative Conceptual Design also considered how cognitive processes produce operations that are specific to the design process.
In the area of protocol analysis, the main research result was a new method to evaluate creative design models. While previous protocol analysis methods evaluated the design process in general, the protocol analysis method that we developed, evaluated creativity in conceptual design. By this method, design entities, creative properties, cognitive processes, and design operations from a real conceptual design scenario were captured and compared with a cognitive model.
In the area of behavioral analysis, the major findings were patterns in creative design behavior. The most significant pattern was that meaningfulness, relevance, and emergence of form and behavior stimulates creativity.
Therefore, an experiment was designed to evaluate the stimulating effect of meaningful, relevant, and emergent properties.
The essential finding from the experiment was that ambiguous entities stimulate behaviors more than nonambiguous entities. Behaviors, which tend to be the most ambiguous elements of an entity, stimulated twice as many ideas as function, and three times as many ideas and knowledge entities. Therefore, it has been shown that creative patterns can be identified by designer profiling, and infused into the design process to generate more ideas.
The focus of this paper was on individual creativity. However, in the future, we plan to extend the investigation to collaborative conceptual design; to determine how interactions between designers may stimulate creativity. 
